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Rush Hour is a Slice of Life pixel-art game about grocery shopping during rush
hour.
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1. Project Introduction

1.1. Personal Aims

● Develop and design a Playdate console game with a 1-bit visual style limitation,
providing an opportunity for explore development for other platforms

● Learn and apply new techniques and programming languages to suit the project’s
needs.

● Construct a well-structured narrative that revolves around slice-of-life elements,
seamlessly integrating them into the intricate game mechanics.

● Implement multiple branching endings, where the consequences of player’s actions
influences the outcomes of the game.

1.2. Initial Ideas

When it comes to brainstorming ideas for my game projects, numerous initial concepts would
normally flood my mind. However, when I immersed myself in this topic of slice of life
experiences, one particular scenario instantly captivated my imagination: grocery shopping. This
routine activity is a consistent part of our lives, but it is during the frenzied rush hour moments
that truly becomes a source of stress and annoyance.

This game also serves as an autobiographical exploration of my everyday life, capturing the
essence of my response to urgent situations. Personally, I tend to experience stress quite easily
and possess a strong sense of urgency, always driven to accomplish tasks efficiently. Through
this game, players will have the opportunity to step into my shoes and truly grasp the emotions
and sensations that accompany these experiences. It aims to provide an authentic and relatable
representation of what it feels like to navigate life with a constant need for productivity and
accomplishments.

1.3. Developer’s Note

Although some of my aims were not met, the game and the development decisions were
eventually modified to suit the timeline given for this project. This documentation will showcase
all of the progress from the beginning (Pulp Editor version) to the end (Unity version). This
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documentation will also explain why the initial ideas and development tools were not feasible,
seen in Development Changes.

1.4. Game Screenshots (Complete Version)
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Figure 1-5: Screenshots of Rush Hour, the game

1.5. Development Tools

Tools Used Application of Tools

Playdate Pulp Editor Bitsy-inspired browser based game maker,
used to create the original Rush Hour
prototype in Game Jam #1.

Visual Studio Code IDE used for scripting in Lua for the Playdate
SDK.

Playdate SDK (Version 1.13.4) The Software Development Kit to be

Unity (Version 2021.3.6f1) The game engine which was eventually used
to create the final game.

Visual Studio Community 2022 IDE used for scripting in C# for the Unity
version of the game.

Miro Used to manage game layout, systems and
visuals. Overall game planning.
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Google Docs & Microsoft Powerpoint Microsoft Powerpoint: Used to create
presentations for game showcases in Term 3,
Week 6.

Google Docs: Used to document all of the
process of the game’s development through
this development log

Notebook (Physical) Initial concepts, sketches and game designs
were all drawn on paper. All images will be
available here.

2. Technology

2.1. Initial Ideas & Choice

As I began brainstorming ideas for this project, I approached it as a preliminary exercise for my
final project. Initially, I had a faint concept for my final project, aiming to develop a retro-style
game, potentially designed for retro gaming consoles. The selection of this particular
technological platform was driven by my deep appreciation for retro game development.
Throughout the years, numerous game developers such as Puppet Combo and Chilla’s Art, have
evoked a sense of nostalgia by drawing inspiration from the visual styles of the PSX era. Rather
than solely applying a PSX shader, my aspiration was to authentically recreate the immersive
experience of playing a game from the 1990s by employing the actual technologies prevalent
during that time.

In order to assess the feasibility of my vision, I sought guidance from Richard, seeking his
expertise and insights. Richard provided several potential solutions to achieve the desired effect,
one of which involved developing on the PICO-8. However, during my in-depth exploration of
fantasy consoles, I stumbled upon the Playdate console. This compact handheld device
possesses hardware limitations akin to the Gameboy, supplemented with a unique crank
mechanism. I firmly believed that the Playdate console presented an ideal compromise for my
project, with its inherent limitations in aesthetics and technology aligning seamlessly with my
creative intentions.
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Figure 6: Screenshot of conversation with Richard (with Richard’s permission to share - asked on 9/6/23)

Figure 7: Playdate Console
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Figure 8: Image of notebook of initial ideas jotdown
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2.2. Research

In order to develop for the Playdate console, the two primary programming languages used to
develop for a Playdate game were Lua and C. After careful consideration, I deemed Lua to be
the most suitable choice, given its relative simplicity and my proficiency in handling it within the
constrained time frame.

During my investigation into Playdate development, I came across an intriguing discovery: the
creators of the Playdate console had developed a user-friendly browser-based game maker
called Pulp Editor, drawing inspiration from the popular Bitsy framework. This tool empowered
individuals with limited prior knowledge to engage in game creation effortlessly. Although
extensive coding proficiency was not mandatory, certain mechanics necessitated the
implementation of writing custom scripts. Thankfully, the creator of the Pulp Editor has provided
a comprehensive and well-documented resource in the form of PulpScript documentation,
accessible here.

Figure 9: Playdate Pulp web browser features

Following my exploration of the Playdate prototype for the initial game jam iteration, I started
an in-depth study of Lua to equip myself for the proceeding development process. To facilitate
my research, I delved into a variety of tutorial videos and GitHub resources provided by
SquidGod, an accomplished indie game developer who dedicates his free time to creating games
for the Playdate platform. SquidGod has graciously shared a wealth of insightful videos tailored
specifically for beginners seeking to acquire coding skills for the Playdate.
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Figure 10-11: Screenshot of tutorial videos by SquidGod on YouTube
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Gaining a thorough understanding of the underlying structure of the Lua programming language
became a priority, although it may be tough, there are subtle similarities from C# and Unity's
file management system. Consequently, I made a deliberate effort to document every piece of
knowledge acquired during this extensive learning process.
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Figure 12-13: Image of notebook of notes from tutorial & structure of coding in Lua

3. Mechanics

3.1. Initial Ideas

● Down the Aisle
Down the Aisle is a parallax scrolling concept for the Playdate console version. My idea was to
utilise the Playdate crank to scroll down the aisle while you have to press A to select through
the fresh and rotten ingredients. While moving down the aisle you’ll encounter elongated hands
attempting to grab the ingredients.
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Figure 14: Image of notebook of initial game ideas: Down the Aisle

● Top-down
In the top-down game mode, players are tasked with a frantic race against time and grasping
o0
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hands to collect as many ingredients as possible. This mode demands keen attention to multiple
elements simultaneously, making it potentially the most challenging among the options, despite
its straightforward concept.

Figure 15: Image of notebook of initial game ideas: Small Platformer

● Whack-A-Mole
Whack-A-Mole presents a unique twist, where players are tasked with pulling ingredients
(potatoes) out of the ground instead of simply whacking them. These ingredients appear for a
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short period before disappearing again. As you search for the ingredients, you'll need to watch
out for other customers who may try to snatch them right from under your nose.

● Tug of War (Squid Game Version)
I tend to find myself finding inspirations from movies, TV shows or even narrative from books
occasionally. An event that striked an interest in me from a very memorable TV show was the
Tug of War scene from Squid Game. The Tug of War scene was very impactful as you knew the
severity of their actions could lead to major consequences. I wanted to implement similar
techniques (but less deadly) with a twist to fit the game.

Figure 16: Tug of War scene from Squid Game

In Squid Game, the game worked by pitting two teams against each other in a fierce tug-of-war.
The teams had to exert their maximum strength, pulling on a suspended string with all their
might. The tension heightened as the string swayed towards one team, and in an instant, a
sharp blade sliced through it, plunging the losing team into a pit of certain doom. Gruesome as
it may sound, I found the concept incredibly captivating (and no, I'm not a psychopath, just a fan
of survival and horror thrillers).

To make it work for Rush Hour, instead of having the player potentially fall into their impending
doom, the player is tasked to use the Playdate crank to pull the resistance of the rope against
the customers on the other side. There will be a timer for the game where the players
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● Catch the Eggs
Catch the Eggs presents a straightforward vertical falling game where the objective is to
skillfully catch falling eggs. Players must carefully aim for the designated drop positions of the
eggs and patiently await their descent into the bowl they are carrying.

Figure 17: Image of notebook of initial game ideas: Catch the Eggs
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3.2. Restrictions & Work-around

Many of the mechanics limitations arose from the Playdate console's hardware constraints.
Being a compact device with limited capabilities, developing for the Playdate necessitated a
significant focus on optimising the game. It entailed breaking down the game into its simplest
form while ensuring it remained enjoyable. Consequently, a considerable amount of time was
spent troubleshooting and brainstorming solutions to create the game environment without
compromising performance.

Figure 18: Hardware specs of Playdate

3.3. Assistance

Given the novelty of the Playdate device, seeking assistance in this specialised field necessitates
connecting with individuals who possess expertise in this domain. Consequently, I dedicate a significant
portion of my time to immersing myself in the Playdate and SquidGod's Discord servers. By actively
observing the ongoing development of other games and engaging with the community, I glean valuable
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insights and knowledge. The Playdate community is notably supportive and welcoming, readily extending
their aid to fellow developers venturing into Playdate game development.

4. Narrative

4.1. Selection of Topic

The chosen theme for my project is "Slice of Life" with a touch of autobiographical elements. I
aimed to capture a relatable experience that resonates with a wide audience, and grocery
shopping emerged as an ideal situation. This mundane activity is a daily necessity for all of us,
and at times, we find ourselves compelled to navigate the aisles during peak hours, whether in
the morning or evening.

Drawing from my personal experiences, I have often been characterised as having a heightened
sense of urgency, which undeniably induces stress. I aspired to capture this sensation within the
game, offering players a glimpse into my daily emotional landscape. To achieve this, I
incorporated a timed collection system, introducing a timer and a branching narrative that
entails the consequences of failed attempts at procuring the required ingredients. This
mechanism adds a real sense of urgency, pushing players to tackle the game's obstacles within
a limited timeframe.

5. Aesthetics

5.1. Initial Ideas & Selected

From the beginning, I envisioned a simplistic aesthetic for this project. Given the focus that I will
be developing on the Playdate, I intended to employ a 1-bit visual style, relying solely on black,
white, and transparent sprites. However, as the development progressed, the visual style
underwent a subtle transformation to maintain its appealing aesthetics while aligning more
seamlessly with the chosen technology.
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Figure 19-20: Gameplay screenshot of Playdate game: Ratcheteer (Shaun Inman)
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Figure 21: Initial paid asset pack used by CanariGames

Based on the feedback received during the first feedback session, it had become apparent that
the aesthetics no longer aligned seamlessly with the intended technology. The compatibility of
the aesthetics with the Playdate was primarily attributed to the hardware limitations and
platform suitability. Considering my aim to maintain a similar visual style, a decision was made
to transition towards a pixel-art style. Moreover, given the limited remaining time, I opted to
leverage the expertise of fellow creators on itch.io and incorporate their premium assets.

Figure 22: Paid assets by LimeZu
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Figure 23: Free assets by MoonRoar

6. Major Changes in Choice of Technology

6.1. Limitations/Drawbacks & Development Changes
The most significant change I had to make during the development process was the decision to
transition the game entirely from one platform to another. Initially, I had ambitious plans for the
Playdate version of the game, but unfortunately, I faced numerous obstacles that prevented me from
making substantial progress. It became apparent that my expectations were overly ambitious, leading to
my downfall. I had underestimated the time available for development and the level of assistance
required, which resulted in constant need for guidance.

The decision to switch to Unity was not taken lightly, as I was genuinely disappointed about not being
able to create a Playdate game. I believed that the Playdate would have offered a unique and
captivating gameplay experience, with its fascinating technology. However, considering my familiarity
and the available resources, Unity emerged as the most practical choice. Its vast array of resources and
the ability to exchange knowledge among friends proved invaluable.

While this particular endeavour did not result in a Playdate game, I made a point to carefully document
the limitations and drawbacks I encountered while working with the Playdate SDK. This will prove
beneficial in the future when I inevitably return to working with the platform.
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One major drawback I identified is the absence of a "Tilemap Collider 2D" system akin to Unity.
Constructing a map with a ceiling becomes intricate, requiring either intricate sprite manipulation and
construction within VS Code using pixel positioning or utilising alternative tools such as Level Design Tool
Kit (LDTK). It is crucial to thoroughly research and prepare for such challenges in future projects that
heavily rely on a robust collision system.

7. Project Process

7.1. Before Starting Week - Game Jam #1 (Pulp Editor Development)
Rush Hour is a game which I worked on during the first week of this term. We were to explore
the elements of slice of life and autobiography in video games as a narrative meaning. My plan
was to take this as a practice round for the upcoming game for the final project. Initially, I
wanted to start off to create a PICO-8 game, since thinking that PICO-8 uses a similar
programming language as for the Playdate on the SDK. After consulting with Richard regarding
the decision, Richard advised that it would be easier to directly develop for the Playdate instead
of trying it out on the PICO-8 and switching afterwards, as PICO-8's Lua language is not exactly
the same as what Playdate Lua is like.

Since I only had a week to work on this game jam, I decided to look around alternatives on how
I can develop a simple prototype for the Playdate in a week's time. It is at this time I came
across the Playdate Pulp Editor. Pulp Editor is a Bitsy-Inspired browser based game maker, it
allows game developers of any skill level to utilise its simple yet feature packed system to
create a Playdate game. After looking through some examples of Playdate games created on
the Pulp Editor, it is shown that Pulp Editor can be used to make a fully fledged game with a
similar complexity of what the SDK can do. It is at this time I decided to give the Pulp Editor a
try and l learn it's "simple" looking PulpScript.

The whole concept of PulpScript is a very dumb down version of if else statement used in C#,
you start with on interact, when the player interacts with an item, the game then checks a
condition, for example if inviskeymilk=0 then, if player does not hold any inviskeymilk, an action
you set may proceed in game. In this case, I set the player to go to a specific location in a
different room.
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Figure 24: PulpScript game scene manager system

Armed with this knowledge, I was able to incorporate it into an inventory system that would be
triggered when the player interacts with the NPC, specifically the cashier. By leveraging this
system, the cashier could effectively assess the quantity of fresh and rotten groceries in the
player's inventory, leading to diverse dialogue outcomes based on the specific circumstances.

Figure 25: PulpScript inventory system

During the game development process, I took the opportunity to delve into the realm of music
creation by trying my hand at the song creator feature. I crafted a few uncomplicated yet
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catchy chimes that could be seamlessly looped within the game. This would then be triggered
depending on the room entering or prompted when a specific action has been made.

Figure 26: PulpScript music creator

Regrettably, my familiarity with the entirely new system was insufficient to showcase any core
mechanics by the end of the game jam. Nonetheless, my commitment to the project extended
beyond the jam, motivating me to persistently learn and unravel the intricacies of the Pulp
Editor even after the event concluded. Recognizing my desire to continue working on this game,
I invested additional effort into comprehending its inner workings.

Brief Reflection
Despite the limited timeframe of the game jam, numerous captivating ideas and concepts
emerged that motivated me to carry them forward into the main project. As a result, I decided
to bypass the concepting stage for the time being, allowing me to allocate more time to learn
the necessary programming languages, systems, and overall development techniques required
to bring the game to life using the Playdate SDK. This strategic adjustment enables me to
embark on the subsequent development phase with a solid foundation and a clearer vision for
the game.
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7.2. Week 1-4 (Playdate SDK Development)
Throughout these two weeks, my primary objective was to determine the feasibility of
implementing the mechanics I envisioned using the Pulp Editor. To gain insights, I sought the
help of the Discord community and specifically inquired about the viability of incorporating a
parallax scrolling effect. Unfortunately, the responses I received from the community indicated
that achieving this effect within the confines of the Pulp Editor seemed implausible.

Figure 27: Screenshot of assistance request on Playdate Discord Server

Realising that the grand scope of my plans exceeded the capabilities of the Pulp Editor, I made
the pivotal decision to shift my focus towards utilising the SDK. However, this transition brought
forth a new challenge as it entailed working with Lua, a programming language with which I still
felt relatively unfamiliar despite watching numerous tutorials.

To overcome this obstacle, I turned to SquidGod's Github repository, where I meticulously
explored his previous project codes. By thoroughly examining and deconstructing his work, I
gained valuable insights into Lua programming and its application within the Playdate
ecosystem. This process proved instrumental in enhancing my understanding of Lua and its
implementation in game development.

Given the frequent scene changes required in the game, my initial focus revolved around
developing a scene manager system. Following SquidGod's tutorial, I acquired the necessary
knowledge to create a basic wipe transition. Although I ultimately decided against using the
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wipe transition, as it didn't convey the desired effect, the learning experience itself proved
intriguing.

Figure 28: SquidGod’s video on Scene Manager and transitions

Continuing my search for suitable scene transitions, I stumbled upon a pinhole transition that
perfectly aligned with my requirements. It provided the desired visual effect, prompting me to
incorporate it into the game seamlessly.
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Figure 29: Wipe transition script
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Figure 30: Pinhole transition script
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The pinhole transition functions by utilising a black rectangle sprite that covers the entire
screen. Concurrently, a transparent circular mask dynamically intersects the black sprite in each
frame. This clever interplay creates the illusion of a pinhole opening, lending a distinctive visual
effect to the transition.

One particular video by SquidGod captivated my attention, and I devoted a significant amount of
time to studying its content. In this video, SquidGod provided an insightful explanation of his
workflow and structure when developing a Playdate game. A key technique he employed is
known as Object-Oriented Programming (OOP). This approach enabled him to compartmentalise
various elements such as characters, environments, enemy NPCs, and the score system into
distinct scripts. These scripts were then interconnected through a game manager, resulting in a
cohesive and organised script system within his project.

Figure 31: SquidGod’s project structure video

Once I had established the foundational elements of the project, I proceeded to develop a
straightforward collection system, incorporating a functional timer and score mechanism
inspired by SquidGod's tutorial. The tutorial guided me through the creation of a swift timer
system that halts player movement once the timer reaches zero. Additionally, I learned to
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implement a spawner system that randomly generates collectible items within a designated
area. Alongside this, I integrated a score system to track the number of coins collected
throughout the gameplay experience. Having successfully implemented a spawner, score and
timer system that met my expectations and a functioning scene transition system, I now had a
solid foundation to build upon. These essential components provided a reliable starting point for
further development and refinement of the game.

Figure 32: SquidGod’s tutorial on development on Playdate

Brief Reflection
Reflecting upon these past few weeks, one aspect I deeply regret is the substantial amount of
time I dedicated to resolving the persistent simulator issue I encountered. The Playdate SDK
relies on the connection between VS Code and the SDK file itself, but the directory seemed to
malfunction, rendering the SDK library inaccessible to any of the scripts. Consequently, this
unexpected setback consumed a significant portion of my time, which I had not accounted for in
my initial plans.
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Figure 33: Directory failed to be found

7.3. Week 5-6 (Shifting to Unity Development)
As I proceed into Week 5, it is when the stress starts to hit. I felt that the game I was working
on was no longer feasible due to the amount of knowledge I would need to learn to develop the
game before the time was up. The most significant challenge I encountered during this phase of
development was creating an appropriate environment for the functional system I had
established in the previous week. I soon realised that collisions in the Playdate SDK function
differently compared to Unity, a crucial aspect I had overlooked during my initial planning. This
realisation posed a considerable obstacle that required me to reassess and adapt my approach
to collision handling. It was only at this time that I realised that creating collision boxes for a
whole boxed shape map would require me to use a separate level designing software called:
Level Design Tool Kit (LDTK).

The LDTK would aid developers in creating levels within the Playdate much faster than doing it
in the manual method. However, using the LDTK would require me to use a whole different
library of resources which I do not have prior knowledge to. I was already struggling with prior
issues with the game’s core mechanics, adding a whole different software and its libraries
would require me to hold off all of the existing tasks and focus on it instead. With 2 weeks left
before submission. I had to come up with a solution fast.
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Figure 34: Sample of LDTK workflow

Figure 35: LDTK Importer for the Playdate
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This is when I began consulting my friends, Kathi, Anu and Vlad. I knew I had a huge issue with
the time frame being so close and I knew I was not able to submit anything at this rate. It is
then they suggested that I should retain the idea of the project, but shift the project to Unity
instead. I admitted that Unity would definitely solve my issues at a much faster rate as there
are plenty more resources and help for developing on Unity. It is then on the same day, I had
decided to make the drastic change from developing on the Playdate SDK, to Unity.

I had to replicate the same mechanics quickly, with the placeholder sprites that I had used for
the Playdate. After dedicating a weekend to trial and error, I successfully established the
foundational core mechanics of the game. The food spawner effectively generated and removed
food items after a predetermined duration. Moreover, I implemented a power-up ability that
allowed the player to dash towards the food, enabling them to collect it before it despawned.
Encouraged by this progress, I presented the prototype to my classmates and engaged in a
valuable feedback session. The feedback I received proved to be incredibly insightful, compelling
me to make significant aesthetic changes to enhance the overall game experience.

Figure 36: First prototype of Unity version using Playdate aesthetics as placeholder
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7.4. Week 7-8
Taking the feedback to heart, I made the bold decision to completely overhaul the game scene,
aiming for a fresh visual style. In search of suitable assets, I explored itch.io, where I stumbled
upon a captivating grocery shop scene created by LimeZu. This scene exuded the exact
ambiance I envisioned, prompting me to purchase the asset pack for a reasonable price of $1.50.
Excited by the possibilities, I eagerly started working with the newly acquired assets, eager to
bring the envisioned aesthetic to life in the game.

Figure 37: LimeZu’s asset pack: Grocery Shop

With the revamped aesthetics and the reintroduction of the food spawner into the scene, the
overall ambiance of the game underwent a significant transformation for the better. It now
exuded a charming slice-of-life vibe that greatly excited me. However, as I proceeded to place
the sprites within the scene, I encountered the familiar challenge of dealing with collisions.
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Specifically, I needed to ensure that the food spawned in locations where collisions were
present, making them accessible and collectible for the player.

To address this, my initial approach involved creating a script that randomly spawned the items
within a designated surface area, while checking whether that particular area had a collision
layer mask. This way, I aimed to restrict the spawning to areas where collisions were present,
such as the aisles, fridges, and cashier points. Unfortunately, this approach proved ineffective,
as the spawner would sometimes generate items outside the defined bounds, rendering the
script useless. No matter how I adjusted the script, it failed to adhere to the intended world
transform position for spawning within the designated boundaries.

In my quest for a solution, I turned to my friends Kathi and Vlad for their input. Kathi proposed a
clever alternative approach: rather than relying on the world transform space, we could utilise
pre-defined spawn points and randomise the item placement based on those points. The idea
was to create a substantial number of spawn points and have the script select one randomly
during each spawn event. This ingenious solution proved to be successful in resolving the initial
issue I was grappling with.

However, during the process of implementing this solution, I encountered another challenge.

Figure 38: Predefined spawn locations
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As I continued working on the spawner system, a new issue arose: occasionally, two pieces of
food would unintentionally spawn at the exact same location. While this occurrence was rare, I
had to decide whether to leave it to chance or find a way to address this probability mishap.
Given the time remaining, I made the proactive choice to patch this issue and ensure a
smoother gameplay experience. With determination, I delved into finding a solution that would
eliminate the chance of simultaneous spawns at the same location.

To tackle this issue, I devised a simple yet effective solution. Before spawning a new item, I
implemented a check to verify if the intended spawn position was already occupied. If the
position was found to be occupied by another item, the spawner would skip that particular
spawn and move on to the next available position. This approach ensured that no two items
would inadvertently spawn at the same location, resolving the probability mishap and
enhancing the overall gameplay experience. By implementing this check, I successfully mitigated
the rare occurrence of simultaneous spawns at the exact same position, ensuring a smoother
and more reliable gameplay flow.

Figure 39: Check spawn location is occupied

Following the implementation of the spawn position check, a minor issue surfaced. When a
spawn location was found to be occupied, the corresponding food item would be skipped
without being respawned elsewhere. While this was a small issue, it was brought to my
attention during a discussion with David. He offered a plan to address this issue. However,
considering the limited time available and my other pressing assignments, I made the decision
not to pursue a fix for this particular issue. Although it was not a game-breaking problem and
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had minimal impact on the overall gameplay experience, I acknowledged its presence and chose
to prioritise my time accordingly, perhaps this could be the first change to be made if I were to
revisit the game again.

Once I had set up the food spawner, it was time to create a grocery list feature for the game. I
envisioned an integrated grocery list that would dynamically cross out items as the player
collected them. To implement this functionality, I sought assistance from my friend Vlad, who
had previously implemented a similar feature in his own game.

Integrating the grocery list with the player's inventory system required an additional step. I
needed to establish a connection between my inventory system and the cross-out text script.
Whenever the player picked up an item, the script would check if the item had met the
threshold requirement and determine if it should be crossed out. To streamline the process, I
added the functionality to individually specify the required quantity for each food item. This
allowed me to easily adjust the amount needed without constantly modifying the script back
and forth.

Figure 40-42: Crossout text requirement check in inspector
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Figure 43: Crossout text script

With the grocery list feature successfully implemented, I finally had a moment to catch my
breath. The past two weeks had been intense, leaving little time for rest or to focus on anything
else. So, I took a moment to relax and contemplate the next steps for the game.

During this reflective period, I decided to delve into the possibilities of narrative branching and
multiple endings. I wanted to add depth and replayability to the game by offering players
different paths and outcomes based on their choices and actions. This narrative branching
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approach intrigued me, as it would allow players to have a unique and personalised experience
each time they played. Exploring this narrative aspect would require careful planning and the
creation of various storylines and decision points. I knew it would be challenging, but the
potential to create a captivating and immersive game experience motivated me to pursue this
route.

As I continued brainstorming, a realisation struck me: I already had a functional inventory and
crossout system in place. This presented an opportunity to expand upon it and create a unique
ending screen that reflected the player's choices and actions throughout the game. I envisioned
an ending screen where each food item the player collected or failed to collect would be
represented by a corresponding sprite of food. This would serve as a visual representation of
their progress and the impact of their decisions. For example, if the player successfully gathered
all the required groceries, the ending screen would display a complete dish. On the other hand, if
the player missed certain items, the dish would be incomplete.

Figure 44: Branching ending based on the food you collected

This concept excited me, as it added another layer of visual storytelling and personalization to
the game. It would give players a tangible representation of their accomplishments and choices,
reinforcing the sense of agency and immersion. With this idea in mind, I eagerly set out to
implement the ending screen, creating unique visuals for each food item and programming the
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logic to display the appropriate sprites based on the player's inventory status. I was thrilled by
the potential of this feature to enhance the overall experience and create a memorable
conclusion to the game.

To implement the functionality of enabling and disabling the sprites of the food items based on
the player's progress, I designed a system where all the sprites of the required food items were
initially disabled. Using a script, I enabled specific sprites corresponding to the food items that
the player had collected during gameplay. This allowed for dynamic updating of the sprites
based on the player's progress. I initially encountered a challenge where the sprites would not
disable even if the corresponding food had not been collected. However, through careful
investigation, I identified the root cause of the problem. Instead of enabling or disabling the
entire canvas containing the food sprites, I realised that I needed to specifically target the
individual panels and sprites within the canvas. By making this adjustment and calling the
relevant panels and sprites, I successfully resolved the issue and achieved the desired
functionality of displaying only the collected food items on the ending screen. With this, my core
gameplay was pretty much complete.

Figure 45: Food sprites initially disabled
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Figure 46: Ending scene manager script

Figure 47: Text change depending on whether you grabbed all the items
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To wrap up the game, I implemented a main menu to provide a polished presentation.
Additionally, I incorporated background music and sound effects to enhance the overall
immersion during gameplay.

Figure 48: Rush Hour main menu

To manage the audio effectively, I developed a script that checks specific conditions, such as the
completion of dialogue or the game itself, to control the playback of music. This implementation
worked seamlessly, ensuring that the music stops appropriately at the desired moments, and
ultimately helped me finalise the game.
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Figure 49: Rush hour music system

8. Playtesting & Showcases
Over the past few weeks, I spent a lot of time having work sessions with Vlad, Kathi and Anu. Most of
them spent a lot of time reviewing my progress of the game via Discord screen share. I decided to add
their feedback in this section as part of showcases.

8.1. Playtest Session - 5/6/2023

Overall Feedback/Changes

Feedback/Observations Changes Reason/Thoughts

1 Players feels uncertain about
the game’s message, the

I opted for a complete overhaul
of the game's aesthetics,

Initially, the visual style of the
game was designed
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aesthetics of the game does
not fit the message intended

transforming it into a vibrant
and colourful experience. To
achieve this, I incorporated an
asset pack created by LimeZu
from itch.io, which replaced the
original gloomy and
monochromatic 1-bit black and
white style. This change injected
new life and visual appeal into
the game, enhancing the overall
atmosphere and creating a more
engaging and visually
stimulating environment for
players to enjoy.

specifically for the Playdate, a
device that can only display
black or white/transparent
pixels. During the early stages,
aesthetics were not the
primary focus as my main goal
was to create a functional
prototype that showcased the
core mechanics of the game.

2 Players were unsure about
what the game mode is about

Food spawner and general
aesthetics change was made.

At the time, the game had a
deficiency in mechanics and a
lack of coherence between
aesthetics and the topic. Due
to time constraints, significant
progress was challenging to
achieve as the changes were
only initiated a couple days
ago.

3 Observations revealed that
the visuals looked more like a
horror game than a slice of
life themed game

The aesthetics have been
transformed into a vibrant and
location-appropriate style,
specifically resembling a grocery
store setting.

The black and white theme
gave the game a gloomy and
horror-like appearance, which
was not aligned with the
intended slice of life genre.

4 Players felt that the
“mushroom” object as a
powerup can be
misinterpreted as another
food to collect as their
objective. Players also felt
that the purpose of powerup
can be missed due to the
misinterpretation.

Initially, power-ups were
replaced with stars in the game,
but ultimately, they were
removed in the final version.

The mushroom sprite was
temporarily used as a
placeholder during testing.

8.2. Showcase Session - 9-11/6/2023
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Overall Feedback/Changes

Feedback/Observations Changes Reason/Thoughts

1 Observers expressed the
opinion that the game's
duration was insufficient,
leaving players with limited
opportunities to seize any
items.

To address the issue of players
feeling rushed and to allow
them ample time to process the
grocery list requirements and
familiarise themselves with the
game controls, I decided to
extend the available time in the
gameplay. This adjustment
aimed to provide a more relaxed
and comfortable experience,
enabling players to better
strategise and accomplish their
grocery list objectives while also
becoming proficient with the
necessary key navigation.

I overlooked the fact that
some players might not be
accustomed to playing
fast-paced games or be
familiar with common key
functions such as WASD and
TAB. Consequently, I failed to
consider the impact of the
short duration on their
gameplay experience.

2 In the older iterations,
observers felt that having
multiple waves makes the
game feel too repetitive.

I made the decision to
completely remove the wave
structure from the game.
Instead, I adjusted the game's
duration to allow for a longer
timeframe, during which all the
ingredients would be available
to collect simultaneously.

During the brainstorming
phase, I believed that
incorporating multiple waves
with increasing difficulties
would elevate the stress
factor in the game. However, I
overlooked the fact that this
approach could also result in
excessive repetition,
potentially diminishing the
overall gameplay experience.

3 Observers noted that the beef
rolls were not appearing
frequently enough, leading to
players consistently failing to
acquire the beef.

In order to tackle the issue of
infrequent beef roll spawns, I
made the decision to broaden
the selection of food items that
could appear. Specifically, I
included an additional beef roll
in the list of items for the food
spawner to choose from. This
modification aimed to increase
the likelihood of beef rolls being
spawned more frequently
relative to the other food items,
ultimately enhancing the
chances of obtaining beef during

As the game transitioned from
the wave structure to a longer
timeframe and included all the
food items in the food
spawner's list, an unintended
consequence emerged. The
food spawner no longer
prioritised specific food items,
leading to a decrease in the
frequency of beef roll spawns.
This presented a challenge for
players as beef rolls were
both crucial and required in
larger quantities to complete
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gameplay. their grocery lists.
Consequently, players
encountered difficulties in
obtaining an adequate
number of beef rolls by the
end of the game.

4 Observers realised that there
was no indicator to speak to
the cashier for instructions.

To provide visual cues for
interaction, I introduced an
animation featuring a question
mark and the letter "E" above
the cashier whom players were
supposed to speak to. This
addition aimed to assist players
in identifying the specific
character with whom they
needed to interact.

The indicator was not given a
high priority during
development. However, it was
subsequently added at a later
stage to address the need for
clearer visual guidance or cues
in the game.

5 Observers expressed
uncertainty regarding which
key to press in order to
advance the dialogue.

To address the issue of
uncertainty, I implemented an
animation of the "E" key in the
bottom right corner of each
dialogue cue. This visual
indicator served to clarify that
the "E" key was the designated
input for advancing the dialogue.

To avoid using a large block of
text stating "Press E to
continue," I sought alternative
methods to visually indicate
the continuation of dialogue.
Additionally, I initially assumed
that players would
instinctively press the "E" key
to interact or proceed.
However, I came to realise
that this assumption was not
accurate, as not all players are
accustomed to games that
utilise the "E" key for
interaction.

6 Observers had a negative
perception of the collisions,
which were mapped according
to the sprite shapes, as they
were deemed highly erratic
and frequently caused the
player's character to become
stuck.

I opted to disable collisions on
the sprites and instead
implemented separate square
boxes to handle the collision.
This decision grants me the
flexibility to meticulously design
collision shapes for specific
areas, tailoring them to fit the
desired gameplay experience.

Originally, I was unaware of
alternative methods for
implementing collisions aside
from using the original sprite’s
collisions. However, thanks to
Louis's suggestion, I realised
that there was a better
approach. Louis explained that
utilising simple square
collision boxes would improve
the game's performance
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compared to custom-shaped
collisions based on the sprites.
This insight prompted me to
make the necessary changes
and optimise the game's
collision system accordingly.

8.3. Playtest Session - 12/6/2023

Overall Feedback/Changes

Feedback/Observations Changes Reason/Thoughts

1 Players felt that the collisions
of the aisles and trolleys feel
very janky as it blocks the
pathway of the player
character. It can be hard for
the players to move around
the environment and
sometimes get stuck.

Collisions were then changed to
have curved edges. It allows
players to glide through certain
corners better.

Collision boxes initially were
derived from the actual
sprites. Louis suggested that I
should create invisible boxes
which allows me to handle the
collision easier. At the time, I
was not aware that collision
boxes could be curved via the
edge radius option in the Box
Collider 2D inspector window.
Knowing that, I immediately
added the option.

2 Observations revealed that
the game felt very silent.

Background music was added. Background music was always
meant to be added, it was not
added in time for this playtest
session.

3 Players felt that it lacked
visual or audio confirmation of
item pickups. Sometimes,
players are unsure if they had
picked up the item they were
grabbing.

Sound effects for item pickup
were added.

Initially, I contemplated
incorporating either a visual or
audio response. Due to time
constraints, I was unable to
create a visual response and
instead chose to implement
an audio response.
Unfortunately, the audio
response was not included in
time for the playtest session.
However, towards the end of
the day, I managed to
showcase the newly added
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changes to David.

4 Players felt that it lacked
accessibility options, it can be
hard for players to remember
what the interaction buttons
are with so much going on in
the game.

To enhance usability, I included a
"TAB" key sprite beside the
grocery list slideout sprite,
complementing the dialogue
that informed users about using
the TAB key to access the
grocery list.

At the beginning, I believed
that including the dialogue
mentioning the TAB key would
be sufficient. However, I later
realised that the high-stress
nature of the game could
cause players to forget the
information provided in the
dialogue as well.

5 Observations revealed that it
is lacking a main menu screen.
Throwing players into the
game itself confuses some
players as their motive for the
game is uncertain.

Main menu was added to make
the game feel more complete.

Creating the main menu was
not a priority and was placed
lower on my list of tasks.
However, it was eventually
added to the game to provide
a more polished and complete
experience for the players.

6 Players do feel that it is fun
and exciting to play, it
achieved the stress factor
that the game was meant to
represent

No changes were made. I'm delighted that the changes
made had a positive impact
on the players, as it indicates
that the intended goals were
successfully accomplished.

8.4. Brief Reflection
I highly valued the feedback I received, even though the sample size was relatively small due to the
slower progress I made during the game development. The quality of the feedback was more important
than the quantity, as it provided invaluable insights that greatly influenced the game's outcome. Without
the feedback, I wouldn't have been able to push the game to its current extent and improve it
accordingly.

9. Critical Reflection
Although I had set high aims for myself this term, I realised that the initial goals I had set were not fully
met. My intention was to create a Playdate console game, which would allow me to explore other
platforms and expand my knowledge of game development. While I wasn't able to create the exact game
I had envisioned, the learning progress I made over these few weeks was still valuable and worthwhile.
The knowledge I gained can be applied to future projects.
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Lua, being a powerful programming language, shares similarities with C# that we are currently using. It
is widely used in games like Roblox due to its easy learning curve, making it accessible even for younger
kids. However, I underestimated the challenges posed by the closed SDK library system of Playdate, as
well as the implementation of the LDTK system and libraries.

On the narrative and slice of life elements, I believe I constructed them well and successfully
implemented a small-scale branching narrative in the game. The feedback from the second playtest
session on June 12th was positive, with players expressing that they could feel the intended message
and stress factor in the game. This reassured me that the emotions I aimed to convey were successful.

Looking ahead, I plan to conduct thorough research and allocate myself a more realistic timeframe for
future projects. I've learned that having a scope that is too large can lead to increased stress and unmet
expectations. By properly managing my expectations and giving myself adequate time, I can enhance the
overall development process and achieve better results.

10. Credits
Assets used for Development

Visuals
Pixel Art Interior Sprites: https://limezu.itch.io/moderninteriors
Pixel Art Exterior Sprites: https://limezu.itch.io/modernexteriors
Pixel Art UI Sprites (Dialogue Box, Buttons, Grocery List): https://soulares.itch.io/free-ui
Pixel Art styled Font: https://grafxkid.itch.io/at01

Audio
Retro RPG Music Pack (Battle Won, Fight 1, Curious, Festive):
https://cat2x.itch.io/retro-rpg-music-pack
1Bit CanariPack SFX (Jump01): https://canarigames.itch.io/canaripack-1bit-topdown
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